
Manufacturing
Solutions

Challenges 
Managing an effective employee communications strategy across multiple locations is no small feat. It's even more 
complicated when each location requires its own set of unique messages. This is precisely what manufacturing 
companies face every day. You need a content management system (CMS) that allows multiple playlists to be shown 
at different times and locations – whether it's reporting production data to the corporate offices or critical safety 
reminders for employees in the production line and stockroom.

How 22Miles Solves Them
22Miles digital signage Content Management System (CMS) offers unparalleled versatility in displaying different 
playlists at various locations to elevate employee engagement and improve safety and productivity. By tailoring 
content to specific sites, a company can effectively target and engage its workforce, fostering a sense of personaliza-
tion and relevance. Our CMS allows for dynamic updates, enabling real-time communication of critical announce-
ments, training materials, and motivational content. This personalized approach enhances the dissemination of vital 
information and boosts employee morale, motivation, and productivity. By harnessing the power of a digital signage 
CMS to curate unique playlists for different locations, organizations can create a top-notch employee experience.

What 22Miles Offers
KPI Dashboards
• Integrated with leading business intelligence software such as 

Microsoft PowerBi, Tableau, etc.
• Display real-time production reports
• Track inventory levels and inbound or outbound shipments
• Create custom dashboards that measure operating efficiency, 

machine downtime, and more

Breakroom DIsplays
• Schedule messaging across all shifts such as event, health, and 

safety reminders
• Publicly acknowledge individual and team accomplishments
• Motivate teams with inspiring quotes, team building initiatives, 

or production goals
• Display educational training content
• Show RSS news, local weather, or company social media feeds



22Miles.com

Why 22Miles?

At 22Miles, we redefine possibilities with digital signage. As a hardware-agnostic company, our 
CMS can be deployed on all major brands, such as BrightSign, Samsung, Sony, and LG. Our 
comprehensive platform encompasses all aspects of managing your digital signage ecosystem. 
The intuitive, user-friendly CMS platform ensures simplicity and efficiency. But behind the 
scenes is a powerful engine that is fully integrated with some of the world's most used applica-
tions such as Microsoft PowerBi, Outlook, Zoom, Webex, and more. The potential is limitless. 
Together, we'll pave the way to success so you can confidently embrace the future.

What 22Miles Offers
Corporate Displays 
• Promote messaging directly to corporate employees
• Display company updates and announcements
• Show production forecasts, metrics, schedules, and quality
• Present live counts of accident free days

Warehousing/Manufacturing DIsplays
• Schedule messaging in advance such as event notifications, 

safety reminders, and corporate communications
• Acknowledge individual and team accomplishments
• Display productivity forecasts and live reports
• Emphasize proper quality control procedures
• Share shift schedules, metrics, and production line numbers

Manufacturing Solutions Benefits
Unleash the power of digital signage with manufac-
turing solutions from 22Miles. Our feature-rich suite 
of tools caters to the unique communication needs 
of multiple and diverse teams. Our user-friendly 
platform makes editing content effortless to ensure 
information is always timely and relevant, from 
accident tickers to safety reminders, production 
reports, corporate messaging, and performance data. 
It’s time to elevate your communication with your 
entire workforce with cutting-edge capabilities from 
22Miles.


